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September 2015

Dear parent/carer
We would like to welcome all our pupils, and their families, to Year 4.
The Year 4 teachers are Mrs Bruguier and Mrs Cutler (4BC) and Mrs Wills (4KW). We also
have two Teaching Assistants, Mrs Millard and Mrs Wardle, working with us.
Starting off as we intend to continue, we will be working very hard and expecting great
things from our pupils. High standards are set in all areas especially behaviour, academic
work and appearance, with consideration for others being a key element in our Church of
England School. Children who encounter difficulties coping with any aspect of school life
are sensitively helped in a variety of positive ways. We want every child to develop and
maintain a high self-esteem. School uniform is an important aspect of gaining this sense
of pride and we do ask parents to ensure that all pupils are correctly attired for school.
Over the next half term, Year 4 will be following a unit of work on a theme that focuses on
‘Temples, tombs and treasures.’ During this unit we will be focusing on History, Art and
Geography.
In History, we’ll be learning:
 About the social hierarchy of ancient Egypt
 About ancient Egyptian beliefs, lifestyle and rituals
 About the constructions and features of the pyramids
 About the discovery of King Tutankhamun’s tomb and the value of the historical
evidence found here
In Art, we’ll be learning:
 About Vincent Van Gogh and his life and will produce ‘Sunflowers’ using a range of
different media
 How to make a canopic jar using papier mache, paints and charcoal
 How to create a hieroglyphic name tile
 How to create an Egyptian sunset landscape using watercolours
In Geography, we’ll be learning:
 About the location, borders and landmarks of ancient Egypt
 About the different natural landscapes of ancient Egypt
 About the importance of the River Nile to the ancient Egyptians everyday
Children will be reading, researching, writing, illustrating, working on their own and
working in groups. We will be checking to see how well your child has learned through
particular activities and asking children to explain their work, perhaps to you.
We already know the interest you take in your child’s work. If you can, please discuss with
your child the work they have done as the term progresses and let them teach you.
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If your child has some work to research, please help them, but without actually doing the
work. If you have the chance to further their interest in the ideas of this theme please take
it, but your enthusiasm and interest is most important.
By the end of the unit, we hope your child has achieved all of the learning targets. We hope
they have had an enjoyable time in the classroom and we hope you have enjoyed seeing
your child work with enthusiasm. If you have any comments about the work your child
has done, please get in touch.
In our next unit, after half term, we will be studying ’Gateways to the World.’ Pupils will
learn about the development of air travel. They will be able to label the main parts of an
aeroplane and they will make replica documentation needed for air travel. Pupils will talk
about their own experiences within an airport and create a floor plan for their own airport.
They will learn the location and codes of major world airports and will work in a group to
design their own airline. Pupils will also design tail fins for four countries as part of a class
design competition.
If you have any other questions or queries please do not hesitate to contact us either at the
beginning/end of the day, through the office or via your child’s contact book.
We look forward to meeting you at our ‘Meet the teacher evening’ on Monday 14
September at 7pm for a brief presentation followed by an opportunity to ask questions and
meet each other.
Yours sincerely
Mrs Bruguier & Mrs Cutler (4BC)

Mrs Wills (4KW)
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